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Abstract

Four experiments with 1391 participants compared descriptive models of risky decision making. The first replicated and extended
evidence refuting cumulative prospect theory (CPT) as an explanation of Allais paradoxes. The second and third experiments used a
new design to unconfound tests of upper and lower coalescing, which allows tests of branch-splitting independence. Violations of
upper coalescing were observed, contrary to an idempotent, lower gains decomposition utility (LGDU) model, but consistent with a
transfer of attention exchange (TAX) model. Violations of restricted branch independence refute subjectively weighted utility
(SWU), including ‘‘stripped’’ prospect theory. There were also small but significant violations of branch-splitting independence, con-
trary to SWU but consistent with TAX. The fourth experiment used a new design to test a model in which a gamble’s utility is
expected utility plus entropy. This model can be rejected because there were significant effects of whether the upper or lower branch
is split with equal entropy. Comparing specific numerical models, TAX fit better than LGDU or SWU, which fit better than CPT.
Discrepancies from TAX (as fit to previous data) were observed when the number of branches in the two gambles within a choice
differed. In these cases, people tend to select the gamble with the greater number of branches leading to favorable consequences.
� 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Allais paradoxes constitute evidence against expected
utility (EU) theory as a descriptive model of decision
making. They were regarded as refutations of Savage’s
(1954) ‘‘sure thing’’ principle (Kahneman & Tversky,
1979; Wakker, 2001).

Wu and Gonzalez (1998) categorized ‘‘constant conse-
quence’’ paradoxes of Allais (1979) into three types, and
showed that cumulative prospect theory (CPT) of Tver-
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sky and Kahneman (1992), with its inverse-S shaped
probability weighting function, can account for empiri-
cal results with all three. Success in describing the differ-
ent types of Allais paradoxes was considered a strong
argument for CPT (Wu, Zhang, & Gonzalez, 2004).

Birnbaum (2001) replicated the results of Wu and
Gonzalez with modest but real consequences and noted
that his transfer of attention exchange (TAX) model
also describes all three types of Allais paradoxes. As
noted by Birnbaum (1999a), however, the standard
Allais paradoxes are confounded; only by separating
these tests into tests of simpler properties is it possible
to compare these rival descriptive theories of risky deci-
sion making.

This paper will compare models of Allais paradoxes.
In addition to TAX and CPT, subjectively weighted util-
ity (SWU) theory (Edwards, 1962) and lower gains
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decomposition utility (LGDU) (Marley & Luce, 2001)
will be evaluated. In order to compare these models, it
is necessary to disentangle variables that have been con-
founded in previous studies.

Decomposition of Allais paradoxes: Behavioral properties

Constant consequence paradoxes can be decomposed
into three simpler properties: transitivity, coalescing,
and restricted branch independence (Birnbaum,
1999a). If people satisfied these three properties, they
would not show Allais paradoxes. These properties are
defined as follows:

Transitivity, assumed in all of the models discussed
here, holds that A C B and B C C) A C C, where
C denotes the preference relation.

Coalescing is the assumption that if a gamble has two or
more (probability-consequence) branches yielding identi-
cal consequences, those branches can be combined by add-
ing their probabilities. For example, if G = ($100, .2; $100,
.2; $0, .6), a gamble with two branches to win $100 and
otherwise win zero, then G � G 0 = ($100, .4; $0, .6), where
� denotes indifference and G 0 is the coalesced form of G.
Violations of coalescing combined with transitivity are
termed event-splitting effects (Birnbaum, 1999a, 1999b;
Humphrey, 1995; Starmer & Sugden, 1993). For example,
if G C A and G 0 p A, we say there is an event-splitting
effect. Assuming transitivity, event-splitting effects
(branch-splitting effects) are violations of coalescing.

Upper and lower coalescing are defined as follows.
Let G 0 = (x,p;y, 1 � p), where x > y > 0.

Upper coalescing assumes:

G0 � G00 ¼ ðx; p � q; x; q; y; 1� pÞ
Lower coalescing assumes:

G0 � G000 ¼ ðx; p; y; q; y; 1� p � qÞ:

When the term ‘‘coalescing’’ is used without qualifica-
tion, it refers to the assumption of all forms of coalesc-
ing. Experiments 2 and 3 will examine upper and lower
coalescing separately.

Restricted Branch independence is the assumption that
if two gambles have a common probability-consequence
(or event-consequence) branch, one can change the com-
mon consequence without affecting the preference
induced by the other components.

For three-branch gambles with p + q + r = 1,
p,q, r > 0, restricted branch independence can be written
as follows for all consequences x 0 > x > y > y 0 and all con-
sequences, z 0 > z, with no other restrictions on their order

S ¼ ðx; p; y; q; z; rÞ � R ¼ ðx0; p; y 0; q; z; rÞ
() ð1Þ

S0 ¼ ðx; p; y; q; z0; rÞ � R0 ¼ ðx0; p; y0; q; z0; rÞ
The term ‘‘restricted’’ refers to the constraint that the
numbers of branches and probability distributions are
the same in all four gambles of Expression 1. Restricted
branch independence is weaker than Savage’s (1954)
‘‘sure thing’’ axiom. When the rank orders of all conse-
quences are also restricted to be the same in all four
gambles, the property is called comonotonic restricted
branch independence.
Analysis of Allais paradox

If choices satisfy transitivity, coalescing, and
restricted branch independence then they would not
show the constant consequence paradoxes of Allais.
For example, consider the following series of
choices:

A: $1M for sure C B: .10 to win $2M

.89 to win $1M

.01 to win $0
() (coalescing & transitivity)

A 0:
 .10 to win $1M
 C
 B:
 .10 to win $2M
.89 to win $1M
 .89 to win $1M
.01 to win $1M
 .01 to win $0
()
 tricted branch ind
 ence
(res epend )

A00:
 .10 to win $1M
 C
 B 0:
 .10 to win $2M
.89 to win $0
 .89 to win $0
.01 to win $1M
 .01 to win $0
()
 lescing & transiti
(coa vity)

C:
 .11 to win $1M
 C
 D:
 .10 to win $2M
.89 to win $0
 .90 to win $0
From the first to second step, A is converted to a split
form, A 0;A 0 should be indifferent to A by coalescing, and
by transitivity, A 0 should be preferred to B. From the
second to third steps, the consequence on the common
branch (.89 to win $1M) has been changed to $0 on both
sides, so by restricted branch independence, A00 should
be preferred to B 0. By coalescing branches with the same
consequences on both sides, we see that C should be pre-
ferred to D.

However, many people choose A over B and D over
C; indeed, this behavior is the Allais paradox, so we
know that at least one of these three assumptions must
be false.

All of the models considered here satisfy transitivity.
Different models, described in the next section, attri-

bute the Allais paradoxes to failure of either branch
independence or coalescing. By dissecting coalescing
and branch independence, we can test among alternative
descriptive models (Birnbaum, 1999a, 2004a). CPT
implies coalescing and assumes that Allais paradoxes
are the result of violations of restricted branch
independence.
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Branch-splitting independence

Three models attribute Allais paradoxes to violations
of coalescing (TAX, LGDU, and SWU); however, these
models make different predictions for a property defined
by Birnbaum and Navarrete (1998) called branch-split-
ting independence (BSI), which can be defined as follows:

G ¼ ðy; p � r; y; r; z; 1� pÞ � G0 ¼ ðy; p; z; 1� pÞ
() ð2Þ

H ¼ ðx; 1� p; y; p � r; y; rÞ � H 0 ¼ ðx; 1� p; y; pÞ

where x > y > z > 0. Conceptually, if splitting the upper
branch of G 0 [i.e., (y,p)] into (y,p � r; y, r) improves G

then splitting the same branch in the same way should
improve H, even though that branch is now the lower
branch of H 0. Branch-splitting independence (BSI) is
the assumption that splitting the same event leading to
the same consequence should always have the same
effect no matter what the other branches are in the gam-
ble. In other words, splitting the same branch into the
same pieces should either improve or diminish the value
of any gamble containing that branch.

Branch-splitting independence (BSI) will not be test-
ed in the transparent form of Expression 2, however,
but rather these four gambles will be compared indirect-
ly by how they perform against other gambles. In partic-
ular, the property will be assessed from four choices as
follows:

P ðG � AÞ > P ðG0 � AÞ () P ðH � BÞ > P ðH 0 � BÞ
ð3Þ

where P (G 0 C A) is the probability of choosing G 0 over
A; G, G 0, H, H 0 are as defined above.

If gamble F always has at least as high a probability
of winning a given prize or higher as does gamble G, and
if F sometimes has a higher probability than G of win-
ning a prize that high, F is said to dominate G by first

order stochastic dominance. To satisfy stochastic domi-

nance means that one should not choose G over F,
except by random error. Certain descriptive models sat-
isfy stochastic dominance. Birnbaum (1997), however,
Table 1
Comparison of predictions of models for five behavioral properties

Model Behavioral properties

RBI Upper coalescing

SWU Satisfies Violates
CPT Violates (RS 0) Satisfies
LGDU Violates (SR 0) Satisfies
TAX Violates (SR 0) Violates (split better)

Note: RBI, restricted branch independence; BSI, branch-splitting independen
satisfies all of the properties, except BSI, which is moot under EU. SWU, su
idempotent, lower gains decomposition utility. TAX, transfer of attention ex
TAX that satisfies RBI. Predictions shown in parentheses are based on num
constructed an example in which his models implied sys-
tematic violations.

These five behavioral properties are listed in Table 1.
As shown in the next section, different models satisfy or
violate these properties, so one can compare models by
testing these properties empirically.

A sixth property, idempotence, also helps to categorize
the models. Idempotence is the assumption that if a gam-
ble always yields the same consequence, no matter what
chance event occurs, that gamble is indifferent to the sure
thing of receiving that same consequence. That is

G ¼ ðx; p1; x; p2; . . . ; x; pnÞ � x; ð4Þ
where

Pn
i¼1pi ¼ 1.
Four descriptive models of decision making

Four models will be compared in the first three exper-
iments: SWU, CPT, TAX, and idempotent, LGDU. All
four can describe the original versions of Allais para-
doxes, but they make different predictions in these stud-
ies. These models will be compared in two ways: first,
properties implied by their general forms will be tested;
second, predictions will be calculated using parametric
assumptions. Whereas refutation of a model is best
accomplished by showing systematic violations of that
theory’s implications (apart from any parametric
assumptions), the positive case for a descriptive model
can be assessed by evaluating its success in using param-
eters to predict new results.

A fifth model, which violates idempotence, has been
suggested as a theory of the Allais paradoxes (Megin-
niss, 1976; Yang & Qiu, 2005) and will be tested in
Experiment 4.

It is useful to state a generic configural weight model
that includes all four of the models to be compared in
Experiments 1–3 as special cases. For gambles on posi-
tive consequences, G = (x1,p1;x2,p2, . . . xi,pi; . . .; xn,pn),
where the consequences are ranked such that
x1 > x2 > . . . > xn P 0, this generic model can be
written:
Lower coalescing BSI SD

Violates Satisfies Violates
Satisfies Moot Satisfies
Violates (split worse) Violates Violates
Violates (split worse) Violates Violates

ce; SD, first order stochastic dominance. Expected utility (EU) theory
bjectively weighted utility; CPT, cumulative prospect theory. LGDU,

change model. Subjectively weighted average utility is a special case of
erical models.
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RWUðGÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

wiðp1; p2; . . . ; pnÞuðxiÞ; ð5Þ

where the weight of a given consequence depends on the
number of consequences in the partition displayed to
the participant, the ranking of the consequences,
and the probability distribution on those consequences.

A more general version of this model defined on
uncertain events (with unspecified probabilities) is called
the rank weighted utility model (Luce & Marley, 2005;
Marley & Luce, 2005). The idempotent rank-weighted
utility model has been shown to be equivalent to Birn-
baum’s (1999a) generic TAX model (Marley & Luce,
2005, proposition 6). RWU models satisfy comonotonic,
restricted branch independence, but the special cases dif-
fer for other properties listed in Table 1. Luce and Mar-
ley (2005) deduce relations among special cases.

Subjectively weighted utility (SWU): Stripped prospect

theory

The SWU model can be written:

SWUðGÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

wðpiÞuðxiÞ; ð6Þ

where w (pi) and u (xi) are the weight of the probabil-
ity and utility of the consequence of the ith branch,
respectively. This formulation was used by Edwards
(1962, 1954) and later by Kahneman and Tversky
(1979), who restricted it to gambles with no more
than two nonzero consequences. Eq. (6) has been
called ‘‘stripped prospect theory’’ by Starmer and
Sugden (1993), because the editing rules in original
prospect theory (OPT) and restriction to no more
than two nonzero consequences have been removed.
This model violates both upper and lower coalescing
and violates stochastic dominance, but it satisfies
restricted branch independence and branch-splitting
independence.

Expected utility (EU) is a special case of SWU in
which w (pi) = pi. EU satisfies all of the properties in
Table 1, except for branch-splitting independence, which
is moot, since EU satisfies coalescing. SWU violates
idempotence. The model of Lattimore, Baker, and Witte
(1992) is a special case of SWU with the following prob-
ability weighting function, wðpiÞ ¼ dpc

i =½dpc
i þ ð1� piÞ

c�.
When 0 < d, c < 1, weight is an inverse-S function of
probability.

When Eq. (6) is restricted so that
Pn

i¼1wðpiÞ ¼ 1, the
model is termed a subjectively weighted average utility
(SWAU) model (Birnbaum, 1999a). SWAU satisfies
idempotence but violates coalescing when w (p) „ p. Vis-
cusi’s (1989) prospective reference theory (PRT) is a spe-
cial case of SWAU with w (pi) = xpi + (1 � x)/n.
Neither SWU nor SWAU can account for violations
of restricted branch independence, because weight is
independent of rank in these models. SWU satisfies
branch-splitting independence, but SWAU violates it.

Cumulative prospect theory (CPT)

Let G = (x1,p1;x2,p2; . . .; xn,pn) refer to a gamble
with n distinct branches, where the consequences are
ordered such that x1 P x2 P . . . P xn P 0, whereP

pi = 1 CPT can be written as follows:

CPUðGÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

½W ð
Xi

j¼1

pjÞ � W ð
Xi�1

j¼1

pjÞ�uðxiÞ; ð7Þ

where W (P) is a monotonic function transforming decu-
mulative weight to decumulative probability
[P i ¼

Pi
j¼1pj is the (decumulative) probability that a prize

is greater than or equal to xi]; W (0) = 0 and W (1) = 1.
When restricted to strictly positive consequences, CPT
has the same representation as Quiggin’s (1985, 1993)
rank-dependent utility (RDU). This model violates
restricted branch independence, except when W (P) = P,
in which case it reduces to EU. However, it must satisfy
both upper and lower coalescing and first order stochastic
dominance no matter what functions are chosen for W (P)
and u (x). Because RDU and CPT satisfy coalescing,
branch-splitting independence is moot.

In practice, the decumulative weighting function
(Tversky & Wakker, 1995) has been fit with the
equation:

W ðP iÞ ¼
dP c

i

dP c
i þ ð1� P iÞc

ð8Þ

where P is decumulative probaility. Tversky and Kahn-
eman (1992) assumed that u (x) = xb. For the Tversky
and Kahneman (1992) data, the parameters b = 0.88;
c = 0.61; and d = 0.72 provided the best fit. With these
parameters, CPT implies a particular pattern of viola-
tion of restricted branch independence. With
(p,q,r) = (p,p, 1 � 2p); p 6 1/3 in Expression 1, it should
be possible to select consequences such that
z 0 > x 0 > x > y > y 0 > z > 0 so that R C S and R 0 p S 0.
This pattern is denoted RS 0 in Table 1. Indeed, this
implication follows if the decumulative weighting func-
tion is any weakly inverse-S function of decumulative
probability (Birnbaum, 2005).

Transfer of attention exchange (TAX) model

A ‘‘special’’ case of the TAX model (Birnbaum &
Chavez, 1997) can be written as follows:

TAXðGÞ ¼

Pn
i¼1

uðxiÞ½tðpiÞ � d
ðnþ1Þ

Pn
j¼iþ1

tðpiÞ þ d
ðnþ1Þ

Pi�1

j¼1

tðpjÞ�

Pn
i¼1

tðpiÞ
;

ð9Þ
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where TAX (G) is the utility of the gamble; t (p) is a
function of probability; u (x) is the utility function of
money, and d is the single configural parameter;
d/(n + 1) is the proportion of weight taken from a
branch with a higher consequence and transferred to
each branch with a lower consequence. Note that the
amount of weight transferred is proportional to the
(transformed) probability of the branch giving up
weight.

When d = 0 the special TAX model reduces to a type
of SWAU. PRT is a special case of Eq. (9) in which
d = 0 and t (p) = cp + (1 � c)/n. When both d = 0 and

t (p) = p, TAX reduces to EU. The model has been writ-
ten here with the same ranking conventions as in CPT;
consequently, d > 0 in Eq. (9) corresponds to d < 0 in
Birnbaum and Chavez (1997) and other papers using
the earlier conventions.

The special TAX model satisfies idempotence and
comonotonic restricted branch independence, but it vio-
lates restricted branch independence, upper and lower
coalescing, branch-splitting independence, and stochas-
tic dominance. However, this model only rarely violates
these properties (Birnbaum, 2004a); therefore, one needs
to know the model’s parameters in order to design
experiments with a reasonable expectation of detecting
its predicted violations.

The TAX model was fit to a portion of the Tver-
sky and Kahneman (1992) data. The following
approximations were used: t (p) = pc, and u (x) = xb

where b = 1; c = 0.7; and d = 1. Based on these
assumptions, the model violates restricted branch
independence with the pattern, S C R and S 0 p R 0,
denoted the SR 0 pattern in Table 1. It also predicts
violations of stochastic dominance in the special
choices constructed from Birnbaum’s (1997) recipe
and used here.

Idempotent, lower gains decomposition utility (LGDU)

Marley and Luce (2001) axiomatized the idempotent,
LGDU model. The basic idea is that a complex gamble
can be decomposed into a series of binary gambles to
win the lowest gain or the gamble among higher gains.
The binary gambles are represented with the following
idempotent form:

LGDUðx; p; yÞ ¼ W ðpÞuðxÞ þ ½1� W ðpÞ�uðyÞ ð10Þ
where x > y > 0. To calculate values of three-branch
gambles, the gains decomposition rule (Luce, 2000, pp.
200–202) is applied as follows:

LGDUðGÞ ¼ W ðp þ qÞLGDUðx; p=ðp þ qÞ; yÞ
þ ½1� W ðp þ qÞ�uðzÞ ð11Þ

Expression (11) can be applied iteratively to make pre-
dictions for multi-branch gambles, without requiring
any new parameters beyond those required for binary
gambles.

Eq. (10) (or any idempotent binary model) implies that
GDU (x,p;x, 1 � p) = u (x); i.e., that F = (x,p;x, 1 � p)
� x, so this model implies upper coalescing,
G = (x,p;y,q;z, 1 � p � q) � (F,p + q;z,1 � p � q) � (x,
p + q;z, 1 � p � q); however, it need not satisfy lower
coalescing, except in the special case where LGDU
reduces to RDU (i.e., to CPT).

This model will be fit with u (x) = xb, and with the
weighting function used by Prelec (1998) and Luce
(2000):

W ðpÞ ¼ exp½�cð� ln pÞd�: ð12Þ
These functions match those used by Luce (2000, Chap-
ter 5, p. 200–202) in his illustration of a ‘‘less restrictive’’
model. [There was a rounding error in the calculations in
Luce (2000), which appeared to show that this LGDU
model can account for Wu’s (1994) violations of upper
tail independence. However, because upper coalescing
follows from lower gains decomposition and idempo-
tence, and because Wu’s upper tail independence follows
from upper coalescing, this LGDU model must satisfy
upper tail independence.] Luce, Ng, Marley, and Aczél
(2006) derive a still more general form of gains
decomposition utility (GDU) that need not satisfy
idempotence and therefore need not satisfy upper
coalescing. This more recent version of GDU is not test-
ed here, except for a special case tested in Experiment 4.

Fitting choice proportions

To compute the fit of parametric models to observed
choice proportions, choice probabilities are fit as a func-
tion of differences in utilities of the gambles, divided by
the standard deviation of the difference:

P ðA;BÞ ¼ 1

1þ exp UðAÞ�UðBÞ
rAB

h i ; ð13Þ

where P (A,B) is the probability of choosing gamble A

over B; U (A) and U (B) are the utilities of A and B (cal-
culated from one of the four utility models), and rAB is
proportional to the standard deviation of the difference
in utilities between the gambles. This model is similar to
Thurstone’s (1927) law of comparative judgment, except
it uses the logistic instead of the cumulative normal
transformation (Guilford, 1954, p. 144; Luce, 1959,
1994; Luce & Supes, 1965). For simplicity, it is often as-
sumed that the standard deviations are constant, in
which case a = �1/rAB is the only new parameter
needed.

Busemeyer and Townsend (1993) argue that standard
deviations in Eq. (13) should not be assumed to be con-
stant because they might depend on the variance of the
difference in the gambles’ consequences. If the standard
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deviations in Eq. (13) are affected by branch splitting,
the indirect test of branch-splitting independence in
Eq. (3) might show violations produced by those chang-
es rather than by changes in the utilities. Another poten-
tial limitation of Eq. (13) is that it assumes an
underlying dimension; so it must satisfy weak stochastic
transitivity. For these reasons, another approach to rep-
resenting ‘‘error’’ in the data (described later) will also
be used in certain analyses below (Birnbaum, 2004b;
Carbone & Hey, 2000).

Each of the four models has four free parameters: a,
b, c, and d. The SWU model is fit with the same two-
parameter probability weighting function as in CPT.
The same symbols are used here for analogous
parameters in SWU, CPT, TAX, and LGDU models.
But keep in mind that the parameters have different
meanings (and different values) in different models.
LGDU (with b = 1, c = .38 and d = 1.34), prior
TAX (with b = 1, c = .7 and d = 1), prior CPT (with
b = 0.88, c = .61, and d = .72), and prior SWU (with
b = 0.88, c = .61, and d = .72) make similar predictions
for binary gambles of the form, F = (x,p;0,1 � p), where
0 < x < $150.

Testing the models

Birnbaum’s (2004a) analysis of the Allais paradox
refuted both versions of prospect theory, with or with-
out the editing principles of combination and coalescing.
Because of the popularity of prospect theories (Starmer,
2000; Wakker, 2001; Wu et al., 2004), however, it seems
reasonable that every effort should be made to either sal-
vage them or to convincingly refute them. The goal is to
identify where descriptive theories have flaws and
to describe the underlying psychology that is contrary
to these models.

One defense of CPT is that Birnbaum’s (1999b, 2001,
2004a, 2004b) studies involved small, real chances to win
modest prizes (e.g., $100), whereas the studies of Kahn-
eman and Tversky (1979), for example, dealt with hypo-
thetical choices among gambles to win fairly large prizes
(comparable to a month’s salary). Perhaps CPT remains
viable for hypothetical decisions involving large
consequences.

There is a second set of reasons that large prizes
are interesting. Birnbaum’s (1999a) TAX model cor-
rectly predicted the modal choices in Birnbaum’s
(2004a) experiment without estimating any new
parameters from the data. Birnbaum’s ‘‘prior TAX
model’’ (which uses parameters estimated from previ-
ous data) used a linear utility function for positive
consequences ranging up to $150. Would this same
model and utility function work for gambles on con-
sequences in the millions?

The results of the first experiment largely replicate
previous findings; in particular, the first experiment will
show strong violations of coalescing that agree with the
Allais paradoxes and which contradict CPT. The second
and third experiments test among three models that
imply violations of coalescing, TAX, LGDU, and
SWU (‘‘stripped’’ prospect theory).

According to the TAX model, with parameters esti-
mated from previous data, splitting the branch leading
to the highest consequence within a gamble should
increase the utility of a gamble, but splitting the branch
leading to the lowest consequence of a gamble should
decrease the utility of the gamble. According to SWU,
as fit to previous data, splitting a branch leading to a
positive consequence should always improve a gamble.
According to any version of LGDU, splitting the upper
branch should have no effect.

The purpose of the second and third experiments is
therefore to decompose the Allais paradoxes into still
finer steps than has yet been done, in order to provide
separate and independent tests of upper and lower
coalescing. Thus, these experiments allow tests of
branch-splitting independence (BSI), Expression 2, which
has apparently been examined in only one previous
study (Martin, 1998) that had inconclusive results (see
Birnbaum & Martin, 2003). Table 1 indicates that
SWU satisfies BSI, that TAX and LGDU violate it,
and that BSI is moot in CPT and EU, since they satisfy
coalescing.

In particular, the TAX model with its prior parame-
ters, plus the assumption Eq. (13) with equal standard
deviations implies the following violation of BSI:

P ½ð$50; :1; $50; :05; $7; :85Þ � ð$100; :1; $7; :9Þ�
> P ½ð$50; :15; $7; :85Þ � ð$100; :1; $7; :9Þ�

and yet

P ½ð$100; :85; $50; :1; $50; :05Þ � ð$100; :95; $7; :05Þ�
< P ½ð$100; :85; $50; :15Þ � ð$100; :95; $7; :05Þ�

LGDU satisfies upper coalescing but violates lower coa-
lescing. It implies that the first two probabilities (involv-
ing splitting of the upper branch) should be equal, but
the second two need not be equal.

Experiment 4 tests a specific hypothesis related to
branch splitting. It uses a special design to test a model
that has been proposed by Yang and Qiu (2005) as a the-
ory of the Allais paradox.
Experiment 1

Intuitively, it seems that the difference in happiness at
winning $1 Million rather than $1 is psychologically
greater than the difference between winning $2 Million
and $1 Million. Therefore, the linear utility function
used in the prior TAX model for small prizes seems
unlikely to extrapolate to such large prizes.
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Furthermore, it seems plausible that very large prizes
might induce additional psychological considerations or
processes, such as satisfying an aspiration level (as in
Lopes & Oden, 1999; Payne, 2005). For example, $1 Mil-
lion might allow one to retire from that 9 to 5 job, whereas
prizes from $1 to $100 are not life-changing. And if TAX
fails here, perhaps another model, like CPT or the Lopes
and Oden (1999) model might work better.

The first experiment therefore investigates Allais par-
adoxes with large hypothetical prizes to check whether
models that worked for small consequences can be
extended to account for hypothetical choices involving
very large prizes.

Experiment 1 also employed a second variation from
previous work. Evidence of violation of coalescing is
what most strongly contradicts CPT. Therefore, a new
type of event-framing was applied in an attempt to facil-
itate coalescing. Consider the format and event framing
in the choices below. The decision-maker selects an urn
from which a marble will be blindly and randomly
drawn, and the color of marble determines the prize.
Each urn contains exactly 100 marbles in the following
choices:

A: 10 blue marbles to win $1M B: 10 red marbles to win $2M

01 blue marble to win $1M
 01 white marbles to win $2

89 white marbles to win $2
 89 white marbles to win $2
C:
 11 blue marbles to win $1M
 D:
 10 red marbles to win $2M

89 white marbles to win $2
 90 white marbles to win $2
With this framing, it should be easy to see that in
A, 10 blue marbles plus 1 blue marble is the same as
11 blue marbles to win $1M in C. Similarly, it should
be easy to see that 89 plus 1 white marbles to win $2
in B is the same as 90 white marbles to win $2 in D.
So, if people tend to combine branches with the same
consequences within gambles (Kahneman & Tversky,
1979; Kahneman, 2003), this method of event framing
(i.e., labeling the events with identical marble colors
for the same consequences) ought to facilitate it. If
so, this event framing should make coalescing more
likely to be satisfied.

In addition, if people tend to cancel common branch-
es (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), it should be easy to see
that A and B both have a common branch of 89 white
marbles to win $2. So if people use cancellation, this
framing should facilitate it, and they should satisfy
restricted branch independence.

Method of Experiment 1

The method and procedures were the same as in Birn-
baum (2004a) with five exceptions, all designed to
‘‘help’’ CPT. First, consequences were large and hypo-
thetical; second, events were framed within gambles as
well as within choices, to promote coalescing. Third,
the majority of choices used event-framing (16 of 20
decisions), to allow people to learn to use this feature.
Fourth, event-framing was consistent in its mapping of
colors to magnitude of consequences (red was used for
very large consequences, blue and green for medium
consequences, and white for small consequences). Fifth,
each participant completed the task twice, allowing par-
ticipants to learn to use the editing rules, and allowing
the experimenter to fit models involving random
‘‘errors’’.

The design also included tests of stochastic domi-
nance in split and coalesced forms. Complete materials
can be viewed at the following URL: http://psych.fuller-
ton.edu/mbirnbaum/decisions/Allais_big_fu.htm.

Participants viewed the instructions and choices via
the WWW. They clicked a button beside the gamble that
they would prefer in each choice. Instructions read (in
part) as follows: ‘‘Although you can’t win or lose money
in this study, you should imagine that these decisions are
for real, and make the same decisions that you would if
very large, real stakes were involved.’’

There were 200 undergraduates who completed
Experiment 1 twice, separated by three intervening
judgment tasks that required about 15 min. Of these,
68% were female and 93% were 22 years of age or
younger.

Within each replication, there were two series of tests,
each of which included two tests of coalescing, a test of
restricted branch independence, and all three types of
Allais paradoxes. For example, in series A (Table 2),
choices 6 and 9 differ with respect to coalescing/splitting
only. Choices 9 and 16 differ only in the value on the
common branch (branch independence). Choices 16
and 19 form another test of coalescing. Choices 6 and
12 are a Type 1 Allais paradox, choices 12 and 19 are
a Type 2, and choices 6 and 19 are a Type 3 paradox
(Birnbaum, 2001; Wu & Gonzalez, 1998).

The arrangement in series B (Table 3) is a varia-
tion of the same design, except counterbalanced for
positions of the safe and risky gambles and using dif-
ferent probabilities and consequences. Table 4 shows
tests of stochastic dominance and coalescing. In
choice 5, the gamble shown on the left (G+) domi-
nates the gamble on the right (G�). Choice 11 is
the same as choice 5, except in choice 11 branches
have been split so that corresponding branches have
the same probabilities.

Results of Experiment 1

The percentages of participants who chose the
‘‘risky’’ gamble, R, in each choice are shown in Tables
2 and 3. According to EU, the decision-maker should
choose either R in all rows or choose S in all rows,
because EU satisfies both coalescing and branch inde-
pendence. For example, choices 6 and 9 in Table 2 differ

http://psych.fullerton.edu/mbirnbaum/decisions/Allais_big_fu.htm
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Table 2
Dissection of Allais paradox with large consequences (series A)

No. Type Choice Choice % Prior TAX Prior CPT

Second gamble, S First gamble, R Rep 1 Rep 2 S R S R

6 11 blues to win $1,000,000 10 reds to win $2,000,000 76 77 125 K 236 K 132 K 248 K

89 whites to win $2 90 whites to win $2

9 Split #6 10 blues to win $1,000,000 10 reds to win $2,000,000 35 39 155 K 172 K 132 K 248 K
01 blues to win $1,000,000 01 whites to win $2
89 whites to win $2 89 whites to win $2

12 RBI #9 100 blues to win $1,000,000 10 reds to win $2,000,000 40 44 1000 K 810 K 1000 K 1065 K
89 blues to win $1,000,000
01 white marble to win $2

16 RBI #9, 12 89 reds to win $2,000,000 89 reds to win $2,000,000 43 45 1400 K 1449 K 1714 K 1825 K
10 blues to win $1,000,000 10 reds to win $2,000,000
01 blues to win $1,000,000 01 whites to win $2

19 Coal #16 89 reds to win $2,000,000 99 reds to win $2,000,000 35 38 1541 K 1282 K 1714 K 1825 K
11 blues to win $1,000,000 01 whites to win $2

Each entry is the percentage choosing R. The right most columns show predicted certainty equivalents of the gambles from prior TAX and prior
CPT, based on parameters estimated from data of Tversky and Kahneman (1992). Bold font indicates correct prediction. The second column (Type)
shows the relation between each choice and a preceding one in the table. For example, choice 9 is a split version of choice 6, choice 16 differs from
choice 9 in that the consequence on the common branch is $2,000,000 instead of $2 (RBI, restricted branch independence); choice 19 is a coalesced
version of choice 16.

Table 3
Dissection of Allais paradox into branch independence and coalescing (series B)

No. Type Choice Choice % R Prior TAX
model

Prior CPT
model

First gamble, S Second gamble, R Rep 1 Rep 2 S R S R

10 15 blues to win $500,000 10 reds to win $1,000,000 73 67 76 K 118 K 81 K 124 K

85 whites to win $11 90 whites to win $11

17 Split #10 10 blues to win $500,000 10 reds to win $1,000,000 24 30 100 K 82 K 81 K 124 K
05 blues to win $500,000 05 whites to win $11
85 whites to win $11 85 whites to win $11

20 RBI #17 10 blues to win $500,000 10 reds to win $1,000,000 28 31 500 K 378 K 500 K 470 K
85 blues to win $500,000 85 blues to win $500,000
05 blues to win $500,000 05 whites to win $11

14 RBI #17, 20 85 reds to win $1,000,000 85 reds to win $1,000,000 40 47 684 K 674 K 834 K 791 K
10 blues to win $500,000 10 reds to win $1,000,000
05 blues to win $500,000 05 whites to win $11

8 Coalesce #14 85 reds to win $1,000,000 95 reds to win $1,000,000 13 14 757 K 591 K 834 K 791 K
15 blues to win $500,000 05 whites to win $11

The right most columns show predicted certainty equivalents of the gambles from prior TAX and prior CPT. Bold font indicates correct prediction of
modal choice.
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only with respect to coalescing. The branch of 11 blue
marbles to win $1 Million in S of choice 6 has been split
into 10 blue marbles to win $1 Million and 1 blue marble
to win $1 Million in choice 9. On the right, the 90 white
marbles to win $2 in choice 6 has also been split in
choice 9. Contrary to EU, there are large changes from
row to row in both tables.
Tests of coalescing

The percentages who chose the ‘‘risky’’ (R) gam-
ble (with 10 red marbles to win $2M and 90 whites
to win $2) rather than S (the ‘‘safe’’ gamble with 11
blue marbles to win $1M and 89 whites to win $2)
were 76% and 77% in the first and second repeti-
tions of choice 6. However, when the upper branch



Table 4
Violations of stochastic dominance and coalescing

No. Choice % violations

G+ G� Rep 1 Rep 2

5 90 reds to win $960,000 85 reds to win $960,000 79 76
05 blues to win $140,000 05 blues to win $900,000
05 whites to win $120,000 10 whites to win $120,000

11 85 reds to win $960,000 85 reds to win $960,000 8 12
05 blues to win $960,000 05 blues to win $900,000
05 greens to win $140,000 05 greens to win $120,000
05 whites to win $120,000 05 whites to win $120,000

15 90 reds to win $960,000 85 blacks to win $960,000 77 71
05 yellows to win $140,000 05 blues to win $900,000
05 pinks to win $120,000 10 whites to win $120,000

7 94 blacks to win $1,100,000 91 reds to win $1,100,000 74 69
03 yellows to win $80,000 03 blues to win $1,000,000
03 purples to win $60,000 06 whites to win $60,000

13 91 blacks to win $1,100,000 91 reds to win $1,100,000 15 12
03 pinks to win $1,100,000 03 blues to win $1,000,000
03 yellows to win $80,000 03 greens to win $60,000
03 purples to win $60,000 03 whites to win $60,000

18 94 reds to win $1,100,000 91 reds to win $1,100,000 63 70
03 blues to win $80,000 03 blues to win $1,000,000
03 whites to win $60,000 06 whites to win $60,000

In choices 5, 11, and 15, G+ was first, and in choices 7, 13, and 18 it was second. Choices 5, 11, and 18 are framed.
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of S and the lower branch of R are split in choice
9, only 35% and 39% chose the R gamble. If people
‘‘spontaneously transformed’’ (Kahneman, 2003)
choice 9 by coalescing (to choice 6), they should
make the same decisions in choices 9 and 6, except
for error.

Instead, 93 of 200 participants switched preference
from R to S in choices 6 and 9, compared with only
11 who made the opposite switch in the first replicate.
In the second replicate, the numbers are 90 versus 14.
Both splits are statistically significant by the binomial
test, z = 8.04 and 7.45. They are also statistically signif-
icant by the following, more conservative test: Signifi-
cantly more than half chose R in choice 6 (z = 7.50
and 7.78), and significantly more than half chose S in
choice 9 (z = 4.10 and 3.05). [For n = 200, percentages
outside the interval from 43% to 57% are significantly
different from 50% by a two-tailed test with a = .05 level
of significance.]

In Table 3, splitting again produced significant
reversals of the majority choice. In choice 10, 73%
and 67% chose R, whereas only 24% and 30% chose
R in choice 17. These differ significantly from 50%
in opposite directions. These results violate CPT,
EU, and the editing rule of combination, which imply
coalescing.
Stochastic dominance and coalescing

According to any version of CPT (with any functions
and parameters), people should satisfy coalescing and
stochastic dominance (Birnbaum & Navarrete, 1998).
Instead, Table 4 shows that from 63% to 79% violate
stochastic dominance (significantly more than 50% in
all 8 tests) in the coalesced form. However, only 8% to
15% (significantly less than 50% in all 4 tests) violate it
when gambles are appropriately split so that equal prob-
abilities appear on corresponding branches (choices 11
and 13). The prior TAX model correctly predicted all
majority preferences in Table 4, including the reversal
of the modal choices produced by branch splitting. No
version of CPT can account for majority violations of
stochastic dominance in choices 5, 7, 15, and 18, nor
can it explain preference reversals produced by splitting.

There were 8 tests of stochastic dominance in coa-
lesced form, counting four choices over two replications.
Of the 200 participants, there were 47 who violated sto-
chastic dominance on all 8 tests, and only 5 who satisfied
it on all 8 tests. The average percentage of violations on
a single test was 72.4%. The effects of having marble col-
ors that matched (choices 5 and 18) or did not match
(choices 7 and 15) on corresponding branches seems to
have had little effect, if any, on these tests of stochastic
dominance (72.0% versus 72.9%, respectively).



Table 5
Numbers of participants showing each choice combination in tests of
stochastic dominance on choices 5 and 15

Choice pattern Inconsistent group
(n = 87)

Consistent group
(n = 113)

Observed Fitted (87) Observed Fitted (113)

SSSS 3 3.82 6 11.14
SSSV 3 2.76 0 1.12
SSVS 2 2.76 2 1.12
SSVV 3 3.83 1 0.72
SVSS 3 2.76 2 1.12
SVSV 1 3.83 0 0.72
SVVS 3 3.83 0 0.72
SVVV 9 7.83 5 6.45
VSSS 5 2.76 3 1.12
VSSV 3 3.83 0 0.72
VSVS 5 3.83 1 0.72
VSVV 3 7.83 6 6.45
VVSS 5 3.83 0 0.72
VVSV 10 7.83 4 6.45
VVVS 10 7.83 8 6.45
VVVV 19 17.84 75 67.27

Participants were separated into groups according to their internal
consistency.
S, satisfied; V, violated stochastic dominance on choices 5, 15, in

replicates 1 and 2, respectively. Participants were separated according
to their internal consistency over 20 choices. Inconsistent participants
agreed in fewer than 15 of 20 decisions, consistent participants agreed
in 15 or more of 20 decisions. The data were fit to the ‘‘true and error’’
model (Eq. (14)) to minimize the v2 between observed and fitted (best-
fit, predicted) frequencies.
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Analysis with ‘‘true and error’’ model

The use of replications permits testing of a true and
error model to the data (Birnbaum, 2004b). This error
model differs from that in Eq. (13).

Let a = the probability that a person ‘‘truly’’ satisfies
dominance, and e = the probability of making an
‘‘error’’ in reporting a preference on one such test. The
probability that a person would show a particular
sequence of m violations in n identical tests, is as follows:

P ðm; nÞ ¼ aemð1� eÞn�m þ ð1� aÞen�mð1� eÞm: ð14Þ
This two parameter model was fit to the 16 observed fre-
quencies for choices 5 and 15 with two repetitions, solv-
ing for a and e, to minimize the v2 between observed and
fitted (predicted) frequencies of each choice combina-
tion. The model indicates a = 0.16 and e = 0.16, with
v2 (13) = 18.4; thus, 84% of participants ‘‘truly’’ violated
stochastic dominance on these choices, and participants
made ‘‘errors’’ 16% of the time when expressing their
preferences.

To illustrate the connection between this error model
and another way to conceptualize ‘‘error,’’ participants
were divided into two groups according to their internal
consistency of responding. Overall, the average agree-
ment between choices in the first and second replicates
was 76.3%, similar to previous reported levels of agree-
ment (Birnbaum, 1999b). There were 87 participants
who agreed with their own decisions (between replicates)
fewer than 15 times out of 20 (75%), and there were 113
who made identical choices on 15 or more decisions. The
observed rates of violation of stochastic dominance on
choices 5 and 15 were 0.65 and 0.84 in the two groups
(both significantly greater than 0.5), where the more
consistent group showed the higher rate of observed
violation.

When the true and error model (Eq. (14)) is applied
to data from the 87 less consistent participants, esti-
mates were 1 � a = 0.85 and e = 0.30. In a separate
analysis of the 113 with higher self-consistency,
1 � a = 0.86 and e = 0.09. The estimated rates of ‘‘true’’
violation are nearly equal in the two groups (85% and
86%), but their inferred error rates are (quite) different
(30% and 9%). These findings further strengthen the case
that these observed violations of CPT (and EU) are not
attributable to random error or carelessness, but rather
to systematic intention. Table 5 shows the observed and
‘‘predicted’’ (fitted) frequencies for this analysis. More
detailed analyses and raw data for these studies are
available from the following URL: http://psych.fuller-
ton.edu/mbirnbaum/archive.htm.

Prior CPT and TAX models
According to the prior CPT model (as fit by Tversky

& Kahneman, 1992), the majority should have chosen
the ‘‘risky’’ gamble in all five rows of Table 2. This
CPT model therefore makes a correct prediction in only
one row of Table 2, even failing to predict the basic
Allais paradox in the reversal between choices 6 and
12. Prior TAX model with its linear utility function cor-
rectly predicted three choices, but it failed to predict the
reversal between choices 6 and 9, and it predicted a
reversal between 9 and 16 that did not materialize.

Although no version of CPT can account for the
observed reversal between choices 10 and 17 (splitting)
in Table 3, prior CPT correctly predicted the type 1 par-
adox (choices 10 and 20) and the type 3 paradox (choic-
es 10 and 8) in Table 3. Prior TAX correctly predicted
all five modal choices in Table 3.

Parametric model fitting

Table 6 shows results of estimating parameters to
minimize the sum of squared differences between
observed and predicted choice proportions using Eq.
(13). Both LGDU and TAX do a much better job of
predicting empirical choice proportions than either
SWU or CPT with the same number of free parameters.
This should not be a surprise, because no version of
CPT can predict violations of stochastic dominance or
coalescing, and no version of SWU can violate restricted
branch independence. Whereas the prior TAX model
with its linear utility function failed to predict two choic-
es (#9 and 16), by estimating one new parameter from
the data (the exponent of the utility function), TAX (2)

http://psych.fullerton.edu/mbirnbaum/archive.htm
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Table 6
Fit of models to the group choice proportions (Experiment 1)

Model Estimated parameters SS deviations Failures to predict majority choices

a b c d

Prior CPT (1) 3.99 E�05 (0.88) (0.61) (0.72) 0.761 9 (#9, 16, 17, 5, 15, 7, 18, 12, 19)
SWU(2) 0.12 0.27 (0.61) (0.72) 0.567 4 (#12, 20, 19, 10)
CPT (4) 0.20 0.23 0.47 0.93 0.508 6 (#9, 17, 5, 15, 7, 18)
Prior LGDU (1) 5.23 E�06 (1) (1.382) (0.542) 0.475 4 (#9, 16, 14, 19)
Prior TAX (1) 5.41 E�06 (1) (.7) (1) 0.241 2 (#9, 16)
TAX(2) 7.26 E�05 0.802 (.7) (1) 0.236 0
SWU(4) 0.039 0.39 0.57 1.37 0.209 2 (#12, 20)
TAX(3) 6.91 E�06 0.961 0.295 (1) 0.185 0
LGDU (4) 2.74 E�03 0.574 0.917 0.315 0.139 0
TAX (3) 9.70 E�03 0.498 0.347 (0) 0.098 0

Note: Parameter values in parentheses were fixed. Failures to predict majority choices correspond to choice numbers in Tables 2–4.
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perfectly reproduces all of the majority choices in Tables
2–4. Consistent with intuition, the estimated exponent is
less than one, u (x) = x.802. LGDU (4), with all parame-
ters estimated from the data, is also able to correctly
reproduce all of the modal choices.

Conclusions of Experiment 1

Experiment 1 shows that strong violations of coalesc-
ing are obtained even with very large consequences and
even with event-framing (marble colors) designed to
facilitate coalescing. Despite changes in procedure
designed to ‘‘help’’ CPT, results continue to violate
CPT, extending previous results. Apparently, the use
of very large, hypothetical consequences appears to
require no new principle aside from the need to estimate
a utility function with diminishing marginal returns.
These results also violate the model of Lopes and Oden
(1999) that satisfies coalescing and stochastic
dominance.

In Experiment 1, all tests of coalescing confounded
upper and lower coalescing. For example, from choices
6 to 9 of Table 2, both the upper branch of S and the
lower branch of R were coalesced in choice 6 and both
were split in choice 9. So, by violating lower coalescing,
LGDU was able to account for the data of Experiment
1. In Experiments 2 and 3, these two types of coalescing
are teased apart.
Experiments 2 and 3

These experiments compare three models that violate
coalescing, which appears to be at the root of violations
of stochastic dominance and of Allais paradoxes. These
three models are SWU, which violates both upper and
lower coalescing and satisfies branch-splitting indepen-
dence, LGDU, which violates lower coalescing but sat-
isfies upper coalescing, and TAX, which violates both
upper and lower coalescing in opposite ways and vio-
lates branch-splitting independence.

Method of Experiments 2 and 3

As in Experiment 1, people participated via the Inter-
net, and clicked a button beside the gamble in each
choice that they preferred. Unlike Experiment 1, partic-
ipants in Experiment 2 were informed that three partic-
ipants would be chosen at random to receive the prize of
one of their chosen gambles. The consequences in
Experiment 2 ranged from $0 to $108.

Participants in Experiment 3 were told that 3 partic-
ipants per 100 would receive a gift of $50 plus the result
of one of their chosen gambles. Experiment 3 had the
same choices as in Experiment 2, except that each conse-
quence was reduced by $45. This procedure created
gambles with framed losses, in which participants could
lose some of their endowment of $50, but they did not
risk their own money. As promised, prizes were awarded
to six winners (one declined the prize).

Experiments 2 and 3 included 22 choices between
gambles. The first four choices were the same as in Birn-
baum (2004a), but the other 18 trials were constructed to
allow tests of branch-splitting independence. There were
two series with 9 choices each, shown in Tables 7 and 8.
The position of the ‘‘safe’’ and ‘‘risky’’ gambles within
choices was counterbalanced between series A and B.
The consequences were non-negative in all three condi-
tions of Experiment 2, but they were framed as mixed
gambles in Experiment 3.

There were three studies within Experiment 2, with
different participants in each. Study A2 was run first.
Next, participants were randomly assigned to Condi-
tions A3 or A4, where A3 used the same consequences
as A2. Condition A4, however, used slightly altered val-
ues of the consequences when a branch was split,
designed to see if people might be more or less likely
to coalesce if the branches led to exactly equal



Table 7
Dissection of Allais paradox (series A): percentages choosing ‘‘Risky’’ gamble in conditions A2, A3, or A4 of Experiment 2 and in mixed gambles of
Experiment 3 (AM)

No. Type Choice Condition Prior TAX
model

Prior LGDU
model

S R Gamble, S Gamble, R 203 315 325 152 S R S R

A2 A3 A4 AM

6 C C 20% ($40, $40, �$5) 10% ($98, $98, $53) 65 60 60 84 9.0 13.3 8.4 12.9
80% ($2, $2, �$43) 90% ($2, $2, �$43)

11 US C 10% ($40, $40, �$5) 10% ($98, $98, $53) 36 35 33 80 11.1 13.3 8.4 12.9
10% ($40, $39, �$5) 90% ($2, $2, �$43)
80% ($2, $2, �$43)

21 C LS 20% ($40, $40, �$5) 10% ($98, $98, $53) 53 55 63 78 9.0 9.6 8.4 7.2
80% ($2, $2, �$43) 10% ($2 $3, �$43)

80% ($2, $2, �$43)

9 US LS 10% ($40, $40, �$5) 10% ($98, $98, $53) 39 39 44 70 11.1 9.6 8.4 7.2
10% ($40, $39, �$5) 10% ($2 $3, �$43)
80% ($2, $2, �$43) 80% ($2, $2, �$43)

12 100% ($40, $40, �$5) 10% ($98, $98, $53) 47 49 50 61 40.0 30.6 40.0 31.9
80% ($40, $40, �$5)
10% ($2, $2, �$43)

16 LS US 80% ($98, $98, $53) 80% ($98, $98, $53) 59 56 59 73 59.8 62.6 65.0 65.8
10% ($40, $39, �$5) 10% ($98, $97, $53)
10% ($40, $40, �$5) 10% ($2, $2, �$43)

7 LS C 80% ($98, $98, $53) 90% ($98, $98, $53) 24 21 25 38 59.8 54.7 65.0 65.8
10% ($40, $39, �$5) 10% ($2, $2, �$43)
10% ($40, $40, �$5)

13 C US 80% ($98, $98, $53) 80% ($98, $98, $53) 57 58 67 65 68.0 62.6 71.4 65.8
20% ($40, $40, �$5) 10% ($98, $97, $53)

10% ($2, $2, �$43)

19 C C 80% ($98, $98, $53) 90% ($98, $98, $53) 22 23 31 25 68.0 54.7 71.4 65.8
20% ($40, $40, �$5) 10% ($2, $2, �$43)

Note: Values in parentheses show consequences of conditions A2 (and A3), A4, and AM, respectively; italics indicate values altered in A4. The
common branch is 80% to win $2 in choices 6, 11, 21, and 9, 80% to win $40 in choice 12, and 80% to win $98 in choices 16, 13, 7, and 19. The
notation C under S or R indicates a gamble in coalesced form; US or LS indicate upper or lower branch is split, respectively. Bold font shows where
mixed and positive gambles yield different modal choices.
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consequences (A2 or A3) as opposed to slightly different
consequences (A4). The cash consequences in Tables 7
and 8 show the framed consequences in Study A2
(A3), A4, and Experiment 3 (labeled AM = Allais
mixed), respectively.

There were 203, 315, and 325 participants in condi-
tions A2, A3, and A4, respectively. Of the 843 in Exper-
iment 2, 67% were 22 years of age or younger, 8% were
40 or older, and 64% were female.

Experiment 3 had 152 participants in condition AM,
who received the same choices as in A3, except all con-
sequences were reduced by $45, and each winner would
receive an endowment of $50. This modification creates
framed ‘‘mixed’’ gambles. Participants in Experiment 3
were college undergraduates who were tested in the lab-
oratory and completed the entire task twice. Of the 152,
75% were female and 92% were 22 years of age or less.
Complete materials, with instructions, can be viewed
from the following URL: http://psych.fullerton.edu/
mbirnbaum/archive.htm.

Within each series, there are two, 2 · 2, lower split by
upper split, factorial designs in which the lower branch
of one gamble and the higher branch of the other gam-
ble are either split or coalesced. For example, in Table 7,
choices #6, 11, 21, and 9 constitute one 2 · 2, upper
branch split in S by lower branch split in R, factorial
design. The two levels of split are either coalesced (C
under ‘‘type’’) or split into two branches (US or LS des-
ignate splitting of upper or lower branches, respective-
ly). For example, choices 6 and 11 of Table 7 differ

http://psych.fullerton.edu/mbirnbaum/archive.htm
http://psych.fullerton.edu/mbirnbaum/archive.htm


Table 8
Dissection of Allais paradox (series B): percentages choosing ‘‘Risky’’ gamble

No. Type Choice Condition Prior TAX
model

Prior GDU
model

S R Gamble, S Gamble, R A2 A3 A4 AM S R S R

10 C C 15% ($50, $50, $5) 10% ($100, $100, $55) 78 78 75 81 13.6 18.0 13.1 17.6
85% ($7, $7, �$38) 90% ($7, $7, �$38)

15 US C 10% ($50, $50, $5) 10% ($100, $100, $55) 52 44 42 62 15.6 18.0 13.1 17.6
05% ($50, $49, $5) 90% ($7, $7, �$38)
85% ($7, $7, �$38)

22 C LS 15% ($50, $50, $5) 10% ($100, $100, $55) 70 68 73 62 13.6 14.6 13.1 12.6
85% ($7, $7, �$38) 05% ($7, $8, �$38)

85% ($7, $7, �$38)

17 US LS 10% ($50, $50, $5) 10% ($100, $100, $55) 44 42 46 46 15.6 14.6 13.1 12.6
05% ($50, $49, $5) 05% ($7, $8, �$38)
85% ($7, $7, �$38) 85% ($7, $7, �$38)

20 100% ($50, $50, $5) 10% ($100, $100, $55) 50 48 52 71 50.0 40.1 50.0 44.0
85% ($50, $50, $5)
05% ($7, $7, �$38)

14 LS US 85% ($100, $100, $55) 85% ($100, $100, $55) 69 60 65 42 68.4 69.7 74.9 77.5
10% ($50, $51, $5) 10% ($100, $99,$55)
05% ($50, $50, $5) 05% ($7, $7, �$38)

5 LS C 85% ($100, $100, $55) 95% ($100, $100, $55) 37 33 41 20 68.4 62.0 74.9 77.5
10% ($50, $51, $5) 05% ($7, $7, �$38)
05% ($50, $50, $5)

18 C US 85% ($100, $100, $55) 85% ($100, $100, $55) 70 65 70 48 75.7 69.7 79.8 77.5
15% ($50, $50, $5) 10% ($100, $99, $55)

05% ($7, $7, �$38)

8 C C 85% ($100, $100, $55) 95% ($100, $100, $55) 25 26 30 14 75.7 62.0 79.8 77.5
15% ($50, $50, $5) 05% ($7, $7, �$38)

Note: Values in parentheses show consequences in conditions A2, A4, and Experiment 3, respectively. Italics show altered consequences in condition
A4. The common consequence is either 85% to win $7 in choices 10, 15, 22, and 17, 85% to win $50 in choice 20, or 85% to win $100 in choices 14, 5,
18, and 8. The notation C indicates coalesced form, US or LS indicate upper or lower branch is split, respectively. Bold font is used to show cases
where mixed gambles show different modal choices from strictly positive gambles.
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only in that the upper branch of S (gamble on the left)
has been split in Trial 11 and it is coalesced in choice
6. Choices #6 and 21 differ only in that the lower branch
of R (gamble on the right) has been split in choice 21
and it is coalesced in choice 6. In choice #9, both gam-
bles have these branches split.

Similarly, choices 16, 7, 13, and 19 (last four rows in
Table 7) also constitute a 2 · 2 factorial design; which in
this case is a lower split in S by upper split in R, factorial
design. The common branch in series A is either 80% to
win $2 (first four rows), $40 (choice 12), or $98 (last four
rows).

Combining series A and B (Tables 7 and 8), there are 8
tests of splitting/coalescing of upper branches and 8 tests
of splitting/coalescing lower branches. Each series pro-
vides one test of restricted branch independence (choices
9 and 16 in Table 7 and choices 17 and 14 in Table 8).
Finally, each series has all three types of Allais paradoxes
[(Type 1: choices 6 & 12, Type 2: 12 & 19, and Type 3: 6 &
19) and (Type 1: choices 10 & 20, Type 2: 20 & 8, and
Type 3: 10 & 8)]; in these three ‘‘basic’’ paradoxes,
TAX, LGDU, and CPT all agree in their predictions.

Results of Experiment 2

The percentages of participants who chose the
‘‘risky’’ gamble in each choice are displayed in Tables
7 and 8. The results for conditions A2, A3, and A4
(which used slightly different consequences when a
branch was split) of Experiment 2 are virtually identical.
(Results from Experiment 3 are shown in the column
labeled AM, and are described below).
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According to EU, there should be no differences
between any two rows in Tables 7 or 8. Instead, the per-
centages choosing the ‘‘risky’’ gamble vary from signifi-
cantly greater than 50% in the first row (60% to 65% in
choice 6) to significantly less than 50% (22% to 31%) in
the last row (choice 19) in Table 7. In Table 8, percent-
ages vary from 75% or above (choice 10) to 30% or
below (choice 8). Clearly, these large changes represent
systematic Allais paradoxes, violating EU.

Note that the first four choices listed in Table 7
involve identical prospects. Choices 6, 11, 21, and 9 dif-
fer only in how branches are coalesced or split. Accord-
ing to CPT/RDU, all decisions in the first four rows
should be the same, apart from error. In violation of
these predictions (A2, A3, and A4), percentages choos-
ing the ‘‘risky’’ second gamble (R) changed from signif-
icantly greater than 50% (in choice 6), to significantly
less than 50% (in choice 11).

All choice percentages in Table 7, averaged over 843
participants in Experiment 2 (A2–A4) are significantly
different from 50%, except for choice 12. By the (more
sensitive) within-subjects test of correlated proportions,
difference between choice 6 and 11 is also significant
when tested separately in all three studies, z = 6.18,
6.86, and 7.55 in A2, A3, and A4, respectively.

According to CPT, choice percentages should also be
the same within the last four rows of Table 7, within first
four rows of Table 8, and within the last four rows of
Table 8. Instead, the results of Experiment 2 significant-
ly refute CPT in all four 2 · 2 tests.

According to LGDU, there should be no difference
between any two rows in which only the upper conse-
quence is split or coalesced. Thus, LGDU does not pre-
dict a change between choices 6 and 11 (first two rows in
Table 7). In Table 7, choices 6 & 11, 21 & 9, 16 & 7, and
13 & 19 should also be the same within each pair. In
Table 8, choices 10 & 15, 22 & 17, 14 & 5, and 18 & 8
should also be the same within pairs. Predictions for
the parameterized form of LGDU are shown in the last
two columns of Tables 7 and 8.

According to the TAX model with parameters esti-
mated from previous data, there should be violations
of both lower and upper coalescing, as shown by the
changing cash equivalent values for the gambles (A2),
which are presented in columns under ‘‘prior TAX
model.’’

The new feature of Experiment 2 is that it separately
tests the effects of splitting the branch with the higher or
lower valued consequence. According to prior TAX pre-
dictions, splitting the higher consequence should
improve a gamble and splitting the branch with the low-
est consequence should lower the value of the gamble,
violating event-splitting independence. There are 8 tests
of each of these predictions.

Splitting the branch with the higher consequence sig-
nificantly increased the proportion choosing that gamble
in all eight tests. In choice 6 · 11, 21 · 9, 19 · 13, 7 · 16,
10 · 15, 22 · 17, 8 · 18, and 5 · 14, the binomial test of
correlated proportions yielded z = 11.8, 7.6, 14.3, 14.9,
14.0, 11.8, 15.8, and 11.8, respectively. (The critical val-
ue of |z| for a = .05 level of significance is 1.96.). All
eight are significant and all are in the direction predicted
by TAX. All produce reversals of the majority prefer-
ence as well. These results are not consistent with EU,
CPT, or LGDU, which imply no effects of splitting the
upper branch. They are also consistent with SWU.

Splitting the branch with the lower consequence had
effects that were smaller and less consistent. Of the eight
tests on the combined data, three were statistically sig-
nificant. The four tests with the largest values of |z| were
choices 6 · 21, 11 · 9, 10 · 21, and 8 · 5, with z = 1.94,
�3.01, 3.18, and 5.49, respectively, with three of these
four in the direction predicted by TAX. According to
SWU, branch-splitting independence holds; if splitting
the upper branch improved a gamble, then splitting
the same branch in the lower position should have also
improved the gamble.

In choices 10 and 15 of Table 8, for example, $50 was
the highest consequence in the S gamble; splitting the
15% branch to win $50 significantly increased the per-
centage choosing this gamble (a shift of about 30%).
In choices 8 and 5 the lowest consequence of S is $50;
splitting this branch makes people more likely to choose
the other gamble, consistent the idea that this split made
the gamble worse, as predicted by TAX. Therefore,
choices 10, 15, 8, and 5 represent a case where splitting
the same probability (0.15) to receive the same conse-
quence ($50) can either significantly increase or signifi-
cantly decrease the proportion who choose the gamble.
The effect of the split depends on whether that conse-
quence (in this case, $50) is the highest or lowest conse-
quence in the gamble. The effect of splitting $50 in the
lower branch, was statistically significant when tested
in each of A2, A3, and A4 separately, but it produced
modest shifts of only about 10%.

The prior TAX model correctly predicted the major-
ity choice in all but four choices of Experiment 2: choic-
es 11 and 13 in Table 7, and choices 15 and 18 in Table
8. In all cases of discrepancy, the choices involve
unequal numbers of branches in the two gambles, and
the discrepancy from TAX can be described as follows:
the majority chose the gamble with the greater number
of (positive) branches. This finding suggests that the
configural weight transfer might be better represented
by d/n or even d/(n � 1), rather than by d/(n + 1).

In each table, there is one test of restricted branch
independence. Note that in Table 7, choice 9 has a com-
mon branch of 80 marbles to win $2 and in choice 16,
there is a common branch of 80 marbles to win $98.
In Table 8, choices 17 and 14 differ only in the conse-
quence on the common branch of 85 marbles to win
(either $7 in choice 17 or $100 in choice 14). The marble
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colors on the common branches were the same in Table
7 and different in Table 8, so choices 9 and 16 are
‘‘framed’’ (supposedly making it easier to notice and
cancel the common branch). choices 17 and 14 are not
‘‘framed’’ because there were different colors on the
common branch.

In both tests, there are significant violations of
restricted branch independence (z = 8.03 and 8.87).
These significant violations refute SWU and SWAU,
which imply branch independence. The observed viola-
tions are in the opposite direction from the pattern
predicted by the prior CPT model. They are also
opposite what is required by CPT to account for the
Allais paradox between choices 6 and 19 and between
choices 10 and 8, respectively, which are supposedly
due to violations of branch independence, according
to CPT. Both trends agree, however, with the prior
TAX model; and all six tests also show reversals of
the modal choice.

There was no discernable evidence of event-framing
(marble colors). The failure to find event-framing effects
does not disprove their possible existence, of course, but
the continued failure to find any substantial effect in any
of several experiments (see also Birnbaum, 2004a,
2004b) suggests that this type of framing is of minor
importance, if any.

Fit of parametric models to Experiment 2

The parametric models were fit to the combined data
of Experiment 2 to minimize the sum of squared discrep-
ancies between predicted and observed choice propor-
tions. The results are shown in Table 9, which also
lists choices where the models failed to predict the modal
choices. Although SWU(4) model (4 free parameters)
achieved a better fit than prior TAX(1), SWU cannot
account for violations of restricted branch independence
nor can it account for the small, but significant viola-
tions of branch-splitting independence. The prior TAX
model fits nearly as well as SWU(4) using only one free
parameter (a), and it does a better job than CPT or
Table 9
Fit of models to group choice proportions (Experiment 2)

Model Estimated parameter

a b c d

Prior CPT(1) 0.323 (0.88) (0.61) (0.7
Prior LGDU(1) 0.077 (1) (1.382) (0.5
LGDU(4) 1.864 0.462 0.863 0.90
CPT(4) 0.920 0.555 0.810 0.99
SWU(1) 0.100 (0.88) (0.61) (0.7
Prior TAX(1) 0.049 (1) (.7) (1)
SWU(4) 1.000 0.65 0.85 1.24

Note: Failures to predict modal choices in combined data of Experiment 2 a
model could be improved by estimating parameters from the data, but even
LGDU models with four free parameters. However,
TAX did not always predict the majority choice in cases
when the number of branches differed within the choice,
even with all four parameters were estimated from the
data.

Results of Experiment 3

Results for mixed gambles (Experiment 3) are shown
under column AM in Tables 7 and 8. At first glance,
results for framed ‘‘mixed’’ gambles appear similar to
their corresponding choices in Experiment 2. Indeed,
the percentages choosing the ‘‘risky’’ gamble show large
decreases from the top to bottom rows in both tables,
resembling the main trends in Experiment 2. However,
there are some important differences, indicated in itali-
cized bold font. Note that the modal responses in choic-
es 11 and 9 in Table 7 differ between AM and the
conditions with positive consequences, and modal choic-
es in #15, 14, and 18 in Table 8 also differ between the
two experiments. In four of these cases, the modal
choice in ‘‘mixed’’ gambles favors the gamble with the
smaller number of branches leading to negative conse-
quences (i.e., to losses).

In addition, there is a significant majority preference
in both tables for the ‘‘mixed’’ gamble over the sure
thing in both choices #12 and #20, suggesting that these
participants are less ‘‘loss averse’’ than has been found
when participants make hypothetical choices among
gambles that risk their own money (Tversky & Kahn-
eman, 1992).

Birnbaum and Bahra extrapolated the prior TAX
model to mixed gambles by the assumptions that the
utility function is u (x) = x for �$100 6 x 6 $100 and
that the same configural parameter (d) applies for gam-
bles with mixed consequences as for gambles on strictly
positive consequences. These assumptions imply that
people should make same choices in Experiment 3 as
in Experiment 2; that is, these simplifying assumptions
imply no framing effects. There were five cases where
the prior TAX model with these assumptions failed to
SS deviations Failures to predict modal choices

2) 0.769 8 (#11, 9, 16, 13 15, 17, 20, 18)
42) 0.434 9 (#11, 21, 13, 7, 22, 15, 20, 5, 18)
9 0.396 8 (#11, 21, 16, 13, 15, 17, 5, 8)
8 0.378 7 (#11, 9, 16, 13, 15, 17, 18)
2) 0.370 8 (# 11, 9, 12, 19, 15, 17, 5, 8)

0.335 4 (#11, 13, 15, 18)
0.100 4 (#12, 16, 15, 17)

re listed in parentheses by the choice numbers in Tables 7 and 8. TAX
with estimated parameters it did not account for all choices.
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predict the modal choice: choices 9, 12 and 13 in Table 7
and choices 20 and 14 in Table 8.

Two of these cases of discrepancy involve restricted
branch independence, which is tested in choices 9 and
16 of Table 7 and in choices 17 and 14 in Table 8. There
are two tests of each case, in first and second replicates.
None of the four tests of violations of branch indepen-
dence in AM are very large and none were significant
in Experiment 3, in contrast to Experiment 2, where
all six tests (three conditions by two tests) were substan-
tial and significant.

Because there are two replicates, there are 16 tests of
upper coalescing and 16 tests of lower coalescing. In 12
of these tests, the upper consequence was positive; split-
ting the upper consequence in these cases increased the
proportion choosing that gamble (which decreased the
proportion choosing the other gamble). In all four tests
where the upper consequence was negative (�$5), split-
ting this consequence lowered the inferred value of the
gamble, but in only one case was it significant.

Of 16 tests of splitting the lower consequence, there
were 12 tests where the lower consequence was negative.
In all 12 cases, splitting the lower (negative) consequence
made the gamble less likely to be chosen; in 8 of these 12
cases it was significant. Of the four tests where the lower
consequence was positive ($5), splitting made it better in
two cases and worse in two cases. Only one of the four
tests was significant, where splitting the lower conse-
quence of $5 made the gamble worse (choices 5 versus
8). When the upper consequence was $5, splitting this
consequence always made the gamble significantly better,
so we again have a small, but significant violation of
branch-splitting independence (choices 10, 15, 5, and 8).
Experiment 4

Experiment 4 tests a specific prediction of a model by
Meginniss (1976), whose work went largely unheralded
until it received new attention and generalization by
Luce et al. (2006). Meginniss (1976) developed a ‘‘new
class of utility models’’ that violate idempotence and
coalescing. For gambles, G = (x1,p2 ;x2,p2; . . .; xn,pn),
Meginniss utility (MU) can be written as follows:

MUðGÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

pj
i uðxiÞ þ kH ðjÞðp1; p2; . . . ; pnÞ; j > 0;

ð15Þ
where

H ðjÞðp; p; . . . ; pÞ ¼

1
ln 2
ð�
Pn
i¼1

pi ln piÞ; j ¼ 1;

1
1�21�j ð1�

Pn
i¼1

pj
i Þ; j 6¼ 1; j > 0:

8>><
>>:
In the case where j = 1, Meginniss utility (MU) reduces
to expected utility plus Shannon information entropy.
This case (j = 1) was recently proposed independently
by Yang and Qiu (2005) as a descriptive model of Allais
paradoxes. One can think of the entropy term as a utility
for gambling, apart from the consequences of the gam-
ble. Experiment 4 tests an implication of this model. In
this model, there is no influence of rank on weight.
Therefore, in a series of choices between low range
(‘‘safe’’) and higher range (‘‘risky’’) gambles with the
same EU and equal entropy, there should be no effect
of whether it is upper or lower branches that are split
in both gambles in each choice. In contrast, TAX implies
that splitting the upper branches of both gambles should
improve R relative to S and splitting the lower branches
of both gambles should improve S relative to R.

Method of Experiment 4

Experiment 4 included a series of 5 experimental
choices, intermixed among 27 other ‘‘filler’’ choices
involving mixed gambles. These were presented to 196
participants, using the same procedures as in Experi-
ment 3. Each participant completed each choice twice,
separated by intervening tasks requiring about 15 min.
These choices are shown in Table 10. Note that all of
the gambles involve the same objective choice, between
a fifty-fifty gamble to win either $43 or $47 (‘‘safe’’)
and a fifty-fifty gamble to win either $11 or $89
(‘‘risky’’). That is, all of the choices are the same as
choice 7 in Table 10, assuming coalescing.

Results of Experiment 4

According to the TAX model, splitting the upper
branch of both gambles should improve R relative to
S, (choices 7, 23, and 13), whereas splitting the lower
branch of both gambles should make R worse relative
to S (choices 7, 25, and 9). According to the Yang and
Qiu (2005) model (the special case of Meginniss utility
with j = 1), however, there should be no effect of rows
because EU of S and R are unaffected by splitting,
and entropy is equal (in S and R) within each choice.

Table 10 shows the choice percentages. Note percent-
ages who chose the risky (R) gamble increase from 31%
to 39% in choice 9, when lower branches are split, to 58–
63% in choice 7, where both gambles are coalesced, to
73–75% in choice 13, where the upper branches are split.
Each difference between successive rows is significant in
at least one replicate by the test of correlated propor-
tions. For choices 9 · 25, z = 2.67, 3.62; choices 25 · 7,
z = 4.00, 2.29; choices 7 · 23, z = 3.30, 1.03, for choices
23 · 13, z = 0.57, 3.26, in replicates 1 and 2, respectively.
All two-step and higher differences were significant in
both replicates.



Table 10
Test of EU plus entropy model

No. Choice Repetition Prior TAX model

Gamble, S Gamble, R Rep 1 Rep 2 S R

9 50 black win $47 50 black win $89 31 39 43.5 21.4
15 purple win $43 15 purple win $11
15 white win $43 15 white win $11
10 gray win $43 10 gray win $11
10 brown win $43 10 brown win $11

25 50 black win $47 50 black win $89 42 53 43.9 28.5
25 purple win $43 25 purple win $11
25 white win $43 25 white win $11

7 50 black win $47 50 black win $89 58 63 44.3 37.0
50 purple win $43 50 purple win $11

23 25 black win $47 25 black win $89 71 67 44.7 43.3
25 purple to win $47 25 purple win $89
50 brown win $43 50 brown win $11

13 10 black win $47 10 black win $89 73 75 45.0 50.1
10 purple win $47 10 purple win $89
15 white win $47 15 white win $89
15 gray win $47 15 gray win $89
50 brown win $43 50 brown win $11

Percentages choosing ‘‘Risky’’ gamble (n = 196).
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This systematic trend is not consistent with the Yang
and Qiu (2005) model (i.e., the Meginniss model with
j = 1). However, this trend would be consistent with
the Meginniss model if j < 1 and k = 0. [With
j = 0.52, u (x) = x and k = 0, Eq. (13) with a = 0.037,
this model fits the trend in Table 10]. In that case, the
model becomes a type of SWU model. It cannot account
for violations of restricted branch independence, howev-
er, since the entropy terms are all equal in that property
(Expression 1) and the model’s weights are independent
of rank. Experiment 4 does not test the generalization by
Luce et al. (2006), which allows an another term for util-
ity associated with the outcomes of the chance experi-
ment, apart from the utility of their consequences.

Predictions of the TAX model with parameters esti-
mated from previous data are shown in the right col-
umns of Table 10. These predict that the ‘‘risky’’
gamble improves from row to row whereas the ‘‘safe’’
gamble changes little, so the percentage choosing the
R gamble should increase as the lower branches are coa-
lesced and the upper ones are split. However, the previ-
ous parameters predict that the majority should have
reversed preference between choices 23 and 13, whereas
the observed modal data switched between choices 25
and 7 in the first replicate and between choices 9 and
25 in the second replicate. These data thus show less risk
aversion than predicted by the prior model. The TAX
model provides a better fit with the assumption that d
is about 0.4 instead of 1.0.
Discussion

There are eight conclusions that can be drawn.

• First, the evidence against expected utility theory
(provided by the significant changes from row to
row within each of Tables 2, 3, 7, 8 and 10) is
overwhelming.

• Second, evidence of event-splitting effects and viola-
tions of stochastic dominance, which refute rank-de-
pendent utility theories, including CPT, is also
overwhelming. This evidence also contradicts EU.
There are significant effects of splitting in all five
experiments. These effects are not only significant,
but are large enough to reverse the majority preference
in choices 6 and 9 (Tables 2 and 7), 10 and 17 (Tables 3
and 8), 5 and 11 (Table 4), 7 and 13 (Table 4), 16 and
19 (Table 7) and 14 and 8 (Table 8), 9 and 13 (Table
10). Significant majority violations of stochastic dom-
inance were observed in choices 5, 15, 7, and 18 in
Table 4, and these could also be reversed by appropri-
ate splitting (choices 11 and 13 in Table 4).

• Third, there is evidence of significant violations of
restricted branch independence, but these violations
among gambles on positive gambles are significantly
more frequent in opposition to the effects predicted
by CPT with an inverse-S weighting function than in
agreement with that model (choices 9 and 16 in Table
7 and 17 and 14 in Table 8). The empirical violations
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are also contrary to the direction of the Allais para-
dox, so it is hard to defend the position (required by
any version of CPT) that Allais paradoxes are pro-
duced by violations of restricted branch
independence. They are consistent, however, with pri-
or TAX and the hypothesis that Allais paradoxes are
produced by violations of coalescing.

• Fourth, there is strong evidence that splitting the br-
anch with the higher valued consequence improves a
gamble. This effect contradicts the idempotent
LGDU model, which satisfies upper coalescing as well
as EU and CPT, which satisfy all forms of coalescing.

• Fifth, there is statistically significant, but far less
dramatic, evidence that splitting the branch with the
lower-valued consequence can make a gamble worse.
Splitting a .2 branch to win $50 significantly improved
the probability of choosing the gamble when $50 is the
highest consequence in the gamble (choices 10 and 15
in Table 8), and splitting the same branch significantly
lowers the proportion of choosing that gamble when
$50 was the lowest consequence in the gamble (choices
5 and 8 in Table 8). Although significant, these viola-
tions of branch-splitting independence are not as im-
pressive as the effects of splitting the higher
consequence. A possible confounding factor in Exper-
iments 2–3 is the fact that the design involves choices
between gambles with differing numbers of branches.
A tendency to prefer gambles with the greater number
of branches yielding positive prizes might compete
with the effect of splitting the lower valued branch of
a gamble. A second possible confounding factor is
the possibility that standard deviations in Eq.
(13) might not be equal, which could bias the test
(Expression 3) of branch-splitting independence.

• Sixth, the prior TAX model predicted successfully the
modal choices among gambles with equal numbers of
branches, but did not always make correct predictions
in cases of gambles with unequal numbers of branches.

• Seventh, the effects of splitting and coalescing appear
similar for gambles involving large and small
consequences, and the prior TAX model in most
cases correctly describes the main trends in the data,
unlike the CPT model. The only complication for
TAX to fit data involving large consequences was to
use a nonlinear utility function.

• Eighth, splitting the upper branches of both R and S
improves R relative to S and splitting the lower
branches of both R and S diminishes R relative to
S. This finding is not consistent with the Yang and
Qiu (2005) model, which is a special case of Meginniss
utility (Eq. (15)) with j = 1.

In summary, the present data add to the growing
case against RDU and CPT models as descriptive the-
ories of risky decision making. Those theories attri-
bute the Allais paradoxes to violations of branch
independence rather than to violations of coalescing.
Violations of coalescing, such as those reported here,
refute those models with any functions and parame-
ters. Furthermore, the observed violations of restricted
branch independence go in the opposite direction from
the Allais paradoxes and in the opposite direction
from the pattern required by the parametric model
of CPT.

RDU and CPT, unlike Birnbaum’s configural weight
models, assume that decumulative weight is a monoton-
ic function of decumulative probability; this assumption
forces coalescing and stochastic dominance. Indeed, that
is why Quiggin (1985, 1993) adopted this ‘‘rank-depen-
dent’’ representation. The assumption of coalescing
had strong intuitive appeal to Kahneman and Tversky
(1979; see Kahneman, 2003). Because RDU and CPT
satisfy coalescing and transitivity, they are forced to
explain Allais paradoxes as the result of violations of
restricted branch independence. The empirical data,
however, give clear answers regarding these prior intu-
itions: people do not obey coalescing. Instead, splitting
a branch appears to give that branch greater weight.
The data indicate that violations of branch indepen-
dence oppose the Allais paradoxes, contradicting the
implication of CPT that it is violations of branch inde-
pendence that cause the Allais paradoxes.

The idempotent lower gains decomposition model
(Marley & Luce, 2001) is more accurate than RDU or
CPT because it violates coalescing. Therefore, it can
account for the violations of coalescing and stochastic
dominance in the first experiment. However, this model
is contradicted by violations of upper coalescing, which
were tested separately of lower coalescing in Experi-
ments 2 and 3. A parametric version of this model was
fit to the data, and was found to be more accurate than
CPT, but not quite as accurate as TAX or SWU, even
when it had more free parameters. The non-idempotent
GDU models (Luce et al., 2006; Marley & Luce, 2005)
have not yet been tested, except for the special case test-
ed in Experiment 4.

The SWU model, like TAX, assumes that weights are a
function of branch probabilities, so it violates coalescing
and stochastic dominance. SWU cannot account for vio-
lations of restricted branch independence, however, nor
can it account for violations of branch-splitting indepen-
dence. Because there were only small violations of branch
splitting independence and only two tests of restricted
branch independence in Experiment 2, the SWU(4) mod-
el was able to achieve a fit comparable to TAX(1) in that
study when it was allowed enough free parameters.

Birnbaum’s (1997, 2005) rank affected multiplicative
weights (RAM) model is virtually identical to the
TAX model in this experiment. RAM and TAX can
be distinguished by testing properties such as distribu-
tion independence (Birnbaum, 2005; Birnbaum & Cha-
vez, 1997). Such tests have favored TAX over RAM.
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Like EU or CPT, the TAX model assumes that the
utility of a gamble is a weighted average of the utilities
of its consequences. Unlike CPT, however, TAX
assumes that (1) attention to a branch is initially a func-
tion of branch probability (not decumulative probabili-
ty), and (2) weight is drawn from branches leading to
good consequences and transferred to branches with
bad consequences. Although some might use the term
‘‘pessimism’’ for this transfer of weight, I do not think
that people believe that the lower consequence is more
likely to happen; I think they simply consider this conse-
quence of greater importance. Indeed, when we place
judges in the seller’s point of view, the configural weight-
ing pattern is reversed (Birnbaum & Stegner, 1979).

The configural transfers of weight account for risk
aversion in fifty-fifty gambles and also produce the
observed pattern of violation of branch independence.
Birnbaum and Stegner (1979) represented the difference
between buying and selling prices in terms of a change in
this transfer parameter, d, in Eq. (9). Whereas buyers
(like people in this study who choose gambles) shift
more attention to the bad consequences, sellers tend to
place relatively more weight on higher consequences
(Birnbaum & Sutton, 1992; Birnbaum & Beeghley,
1997; Birnbaum & Zimmermann, 1998). These two psy-
chological distinctions between TAX and CPT account
for the advantages in descriptive accuracy of TAX over
RDU or CPT as accounts of choices and of the so-called
‘‘endowment effect’’ in judged prices (Birnbaum & Zim-
mermann, 1998).

Although the prior TAX model provided better pre-
dictions than other prior models, there are three findings
that suggest possible improvements to that model. First,
to account for large consequences in TAX, it was neces-
sary to utilize a nonlinear utility function. This result is
hardly surprising, nor is it really a contradiction to the
TAX model.

Second, when framed ‘‘mixed’’ gambles were created
by subtracting a constant from all consequences and
adding that same constant as an endowment, people
made different decisions from those they made in the
strictly positive case. These consequence framing effects
contradict the simplifying assumption used by Birn-
baum and Bahra (in press) that the same linear utility
function and configural transfer parameter apply in
the (framed) ‘‘mixed’’ case as in the strictly positive case.
Predictions of TAX might be improved by allowing util-
ity or configural weighting parameters to differ for
branches leading to positive and negative consequences,
as suggested by Edwards (1962) and used in both ver-
sions of prospect theory.

Third, the prior TAX model made systematic errors
of prediction when the numbers of branches in the two
gambles compared were unequal. If the configural
weight transfer were proportional to d/(n � 1) instead
of d/(n + 1), then splitting positive branches should tend
to improve gambles and splitting negative branches
should tend to make gambles worse.

Aside from theoretical conclusions, there are very
clear practical implications of these results for negotia-
tion and bargaining. Sellers (and others who want to
make an option seem more attractive) should divide
branches (or events) that lead to its best consequence
and coalesce branches (events) leading to its worst con-
sequence. Those who want to make an option seem less
attractive, however, should split branches leading to
worst consequences and coalesce those leading to the
best consequences.
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